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A NOTE ON FUNCTION SPACES

Do Won Lee, Je Yoon Lee and Keun Park

1. Introduction and preliminaries

For the topological spaces X and Y, let Yx be the family 

of all continuous functions from X to Y with the compact

open topology, and let w be the evaluation map of Yx.

In this note, we will give an example in which the graph 

血 evaluation nnap of Yx is not dosedXSee [丄丄 pKohtesi 

3 in section 1 in p. 276. ). And also, in case of Y = J (the 

closed unit interval), we will give an example in which 반le 

으valuation map of Ix is continuous, but X is not locally 

compact (See [1], example 1 in p. 260.),

Throughout this note, all topological spaces are assumed 

to be Hausdorff.

Definition 1 Cl], For each pair of sets 厶uX, BczY, let 

(4, B) = [f ^Yx\f (A) uB}. The compact-open topology in 

Yx is that having as sub-basis all sets (A, V), where Ad 

X is compact and VdY is open.

Definition 2 匚L丄 For any two topological spaces X9 Y, 

the map w^YxxX->Y defined by 也(£工)=須3) is called 

the evaluation map of Yx,

Theorem 1 [1]. If X is locally com pact, then the eval

uation map 初: fxX 누 VWs continuous^

For a map f from X to 匕 the subset {(j

of XxY is called the graph of f and denoted by G(、f、).
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Theorem 2 [2], If f is a continuous function from X to 

Y, then G(/) is closed.

Theorem 3 [2]. Let f:X-^Y be a function. If Y is com

pact and G(f) is closed, then f is continuous,

2. Main results

The following example is given in [3], as an example in 

which the evaluation map of Yx is not continuous. Further

more, we will show that the example is a counter-example 

for the problem, “Let Y be Hausdorff. If the compact-open 

topology is used in Yx9 then G(w) = ((7\ 1/(^) =y}^

y^xXxY is closed.w

Example 고. Let y=7?(set of all real numbers) with the 

usual tapology and X=Q(s려; of all rational numbers) with 

the 호elative topology of R. We will show that G (也) = {(£ 

"，3，)丨J「(x)=y} is not closed. Suppose that G(w) is closed, 

and let be the in시usion map, then since j is

continuous. Since 顶(0)노 1, we have (j, 0, l)^G(w). By the 

closedness of G(w), there exist a basic open neighborhood 

n
Cl (K WC) of j, where Ki is compact in Q and Wt is open 
«=i '

in R, an open neighborhood U of 0 in Q and an open 교eig-

hborhood JF of 1 in such that G, 0,(Kt W{) X UX 
i=i '

W and A (Ki Wf)xt7x WG(w)=^ Since 
t-i ' i=i

we have Ki=j(Ki)UW} for each £ = 1,2, •**, n. If K= UK二)

then X is a compact neighborhood of 0 in Q. But 0 has 

no compact neighborhood in Q, and so K^U. Hence, there 

exists an ewU—K・ By the closedness of K9 there exists a
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basic open set 8) = {:yWQ］|：yfE［〈8} such that B(払

8)nK=e.

Define f：Q—R given by

1+ -」二증］으 (—2)if r^.B(x, 8) and

一 i+ 一芝二너2_(尸一为) if r^B{x9 S) and r>az5 

o

、r if r^B(x, 3).

Then 了WK, and for eack we Lave f (KB =

K$ since B(、皿 8)「\K「二争 for any t=2,…，九 and f\Q^Q(^x $) 

=j. Since 瓦(二卩匕 we have /GQ (K』W〉and so, (/, 
i=i '

叽 l)&g(K,")xUxW.

But 提)끄) since f (』?)=■・ 2기kisWs쇼耳)sH콰뇨勺 龄 

G(w) is not closed.

Next, in order to give a counter- example for the "only if” 

part of the remark, aw\IxxX-^l is continuous if and only 

if X is locally compact, ,J(the part of the remark is 

obviously true by Theorem 1), the following Theorem is 

necessary.

Theorem 4. If Y is compact^ then w ： X -X-—> Y is con

tinuous if and only if G(w) is closed.

Proof: Obvious by Theorem 2 and Theorem 3.

Example 2. Let X={(”,：y)ky〉0, and fix some

irrational number 6. Topologize on X with the topology 

generated by e-neighborhoods of the form ?“((％»))=：{(% 

3，)}U£e(u：+우)UBe(z一一洋') where 一位0) = {rU이［广一기 <e}, 

Q being the rationals on the z-axis. This topology is called 

KIrrational Slope Topology (see［4j)". Each N£{{x9y)) con
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sists of {(©,))} plus two intervals on the rational x-axis 

centered at the two irrational points "±夕/。； the lines joining 

these points to (ar, 3/) have slope ±0.

For the topological space X9 the followings are easily 

shown in [4丄

1) X is Hausdorff.

2) X is not completely regular.

3) Every real-valued continuous function on X is constant. 

By 2), we have that X is not locally compact. If we show 

that the graph of the evaluation map of Ix is closed, then 

the evaluation map of Ix is continuous by Theorem 4.

Let ( 工, £) WG(也), then f Hence, 바tere exist

the open neighborhoods U9 V of t9 respectively, such

tliat UCI V=<p, so ({x}, ?7) xXx V is auppsriF海五址词Rod 

of (/, And also, if (g, F)U({”}, U)xXxV, then

”UX and t^V. By Uf) V=<^ and 3), we have 

g(*)=g(z)교土匕 난lerefore (g, WG(刼). Hence, G(也)

is closed.

The following is obtained under the hypothesis that X is 

completely regular.

Theorem 2. If X is completely regular, then the valu

ation map zv：RxxX~^R is continuous if and only if X is 

locally compacts

Proof： Only the sufficiency requires proof. Suppose 나iat 

X is not locally compact, then there exists an aWX which 

has no compact neighborhood. Define f: X->R given by 

/(x)=0 for any hUX, and let 1卩=(一-志，Since w is 

continuous at (、f,£) and w( ff (a:) =0, there exist a 

n
neighborhood Q (K,乙4)of f and a neighborhood V of x
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such that X V)dW. Since x has no locally
Z = 1

m , n
compact neighborhood, we have U KdN： Hence V—[j K； 

i=l t=l

n
W©, and let y&V— (J K私 Since X is completely regular and

« n
U Kt is closed in X, there exists a gUR* such that g(U 
i=l 1=1

K) = {。} and g(:y)=l. Hence g( UK) = {0}uV for any i = 
i=i

VI
1,2, n, and so and but w(g, j?)=

Z-l

g(y)=l毛W. This is impossible, and so X is locally compact.

Remark. In the above theorem, the complete regularity of

X is essential by the example 2.

Corollary. For the completely regular space X, the 

followings are equivalent.

(1) The evaluation map wzIxxX^I is continuous.

(2) The evaluation map w has the closed graph.

(3) X is locally compact.
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